A GENERAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR
CLASSICALPOLYNOMIALS
B. D. AGRAWAL AND I. K. KHANNA

1. Introduction. The object of the present paper is to derive the two
differential equations satisfied by the polynomial set Bn(x, y) and the
general solutions thereof. Bn(x, y), the generalization of as many as
eighteen classical polynomials such as Laguerre polynomials, Hermite
polynomials,
Legendre polynomials,
Jacobi polynomials,
Bedient
polynomials etc., has been defined by us by means of the generating

relation

(1.1)

2Z Bn(x, y)t» = pFt[(ap); (ßt); vxt]rF,[(or); (b.); ^-"H,
n=-0

valid under the conditions given in [l]. Several other results for the
polynomial set Bn(x, y) have also been given in [l].
The following notations have been used for brevity:
(i) (ffl)sl,
2, • • • , m.
(ii) (ap) = ax, a2, ■ ■ ■ , ap.
(iii) (aP;,)=ax,
a2, ■ ■ ■ , as-i, as+i, ■ ■ ■ , ap.
(iv)

[(ap)]n=(ai)n(a2)n

■ • ■ (ap)n.

(v) A(a;b) = b/a, (b + l)/a,
(vi) Ak[a;b]^(b/a)k((b

• • • , (b+a-l)/a.

+ l)/a)k

■ ■ ■ ((b+a-l)/a)k.

(vii) A(m; l + (bq)) = ((r+bj)/m),

j= 1, q; r=l,

m.

(viii) Ak[m;l + (è8)]^ILLi IEli ((r+bj)/m)k.
(ix) V(m(g); l—g+ah—(aV;h)+m)
obtained from the sequence

stands

(i — g + ah — otj + m\

I-1
\

m

for

i=l,m;j

/

the

parameters

= l,p

after deleting the particular parameter 1 from it, the latter being
obtained by putting i = g and j —h simultaneously
in the above
sequence.

2. Differential

equations for Bn(x, y). (i) Let us take
'A(m; -n),

(2.1)

Wi = mt+r+rFmp+J

'

A(m; l-(ßq)-n),

'

KA(m; l-(ap)-n),

\

„T

(b,)
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Since 6x~m= —mx~m, where d=xd¡dx,

it follows that

{e[(b,)-e/m-l]A[m; l-(ap)-n-m-d]\
Wi
[«£] ((~mk)&to[m;-n]£*[m;l-(ß,)-n][(a,)Wk+(b,)-l]a[m;l-(ap)-n+mk-m])
t-i

*![(6,)]iAt[íM; l —(ap)—n]k
[»ta] Ak[m. -n]Ak[m;

t-i

l-{ßq)-n\{{ar)\kGkx-mk

(fe-l)![(6.)]*_iAt_i[m; l-(ap)-n]

Un-m^im] Ak+1[m- -n]Ak+,[m;

= —m

¿_,
*_o

l-(ßq)-n][(ar)]k+iGk+1x-^(k+»

¿![(i.)]*A*[m; l-(ap)-n]

[nto] Ah[m; -n]àk[m;

l-{ßq)-n][{ar)\kGkx-™k-m

= —mG¿I, *_o

£![(£>,)]íA*[»í; 1 —(ap) —n]

XA[m; -n+km\ù[m;

l-(ßq)-n+mk][(ar)+k],

lor A[m; —n + km]=0
Hence

in the interval

[(« —m + l)/m] =feg [w/m].

J0[(6.) - 0/w - l]A[w; 1 - (ap) - n-m-e]
+ mGx-">A[m; -n

- d][(ar) - B/m] X A[m; 1 - (ßq) - n - d]}Wi = 0,

i.e.
{d[e - m(b.) +m][e-

(m) + (ap) + n + m]-

X x~m[e + n+l-(m)][e-(m)

G(-m)m<-p-<¡-^+>-'+1

+ (ßq) + n] [$ - m(ar)]} Wx = 0.

Now, let TFi= (l/77)x-"lF. Henceö{ Wi} = (l/H)x~"(d-n)
fore, (2.2) becomes
(l/77)x-»{(0 -n)[6-n(2.3)

W. There-

m(b.) + m][0 - (m) + (ap) + m]

- G(-m)",(^«-1)+*-H-1

X x~m[d- (m) + l][0-

(m) + 08,)][fl - « - m(aT)]}w = 0.

Now
M(-»)-(«-H-l)

G = -

[(«,)]»!'-

and

H = —-—

(vy)m

n\[(ßq)]n

makes W = B„(x, y) and (2.3) transforms

itself into

<(0 - n)[d - n - m(b.) + m][d - (m) + (ap) + m]
(-w)«-r+V

(2.4)

X[6-

/(vxy)m
w

r

[g-("0

(m) + (ßq)][d -n-

+ l]
m(ar)Y> Bn(x, y) = 0,
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which is one of the differential equations for the polynomial set
Bn(x, y).
(ii) Similarly, it can also be shown that the partial differential
equation for B„(x, y) in 0, where </>
= yd/dy, is given by
<<t>[tj}
— m(be) + m] [<p+ (ap) — (m) + n + m]
Li(-m)a-r+l

(2.5)

.

-—-[<b

+ n - (m) + l]

(vxy)m

X[<t>+ (ßq) + n - (m)][d> - m(ar)]\ Bn(x, y) = 0.

3. Other solutions of the differential equations, (i) The complete
equation (2.4) is given by

solution of the differential

s

(3.1)

m

p

W = AoWo+ Z AtWt+ 2ZÍI Aq,hW0,h,
t=X

where Ao, At, A0,h are arbitrary
(3.2)

q=X h=.X

constants

and

W„=Bn(x, y),

Wi = xn-m-hnbtm+m+rFmp+,

A(m; —n+m—mbi), {{a,)—bt+1), á{m; —n+m—mbt—(ßq)-\-l)
ß(—m)m(lt~p+1'>

(3.3)

{vxy)"

Mm; -n+m-mb,-(ap)

+ l),

((b..,,)-b,+l),

(2-i,)

and

ak+n—g

A(m;ah+m-g),£x(m;l-g-tf,)+ak+m),((ar)

+ l+ah

^

g)

(3.4) •
(vxy)n

vW);l-^-KJ+,),(2+-=p),((«+l+'^)
Note. It is worth noting that the s+l solutions W0 and Wt of the
differential
equation
(2.4) are polynomials,
whereas W0,n are mp
functions.
(ii) Proceeding as above, it can also be shown that the complete
solution of the partial differential equation (2.5) is given by
s

(3.5)

m

p

W = AoWo+ Z A'tW't+2ZÍL C'g.hw'g,h,
i=i

e=l A=l
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jgôgl

where A¿, A{ and Cg,nare arbitrary
(3.6)

constants

and

Wo=Bn{x, y)

W',=ymbrmm,+m+,Fmp+,

[A(m; —n+m—mbt), A(m; —n-\-m—mbi—{ßq)+ l), ((aT)—b+l)
jii(—w)m(«~',+1)

(3.7)

(vxy)m

(A(m; -n+m-mb,-(ap)

+ l),

((*«;«)-*<+!)

2-bt

and
Wg.h = y3~m~n'alhnq+m+,Fmp+,
(df,-\-fl-

(ar) + H-)

P\

m

/

(3.8)

m(—wî)"1<r"î>+1)
(vxy)m

A(m(g);l-g+a,l-(ap;0+m),(2+aí±^),((Js)+l+aí±^)
\
m /

\

m

t

Here also the first 5 + 1 solutions Wo and WI are polynomials,
whereas the remaining mp solutions, i.e. W'Sth,are functions.
Verification.
It can be shown that Wt and WB,nsatisfy the differential equation (2.4), while WI and W'gMsatisfy the equation (2.5).
The method of verification is similar to that of Rainville [2, §47].
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